The Global Star™ Fuel Dispenser:
Style meets substance.

Style meets substance
A fuel dispenser is more than just a petrol pump. It’s an investment,
a revenue source, even a marketing tool. The dispenser you choose is
the one you’ll have to live with for years to come.
That’s why the preferred choice of fuel retailers in over 45 countries is
Dresser Wayne Pignone’s Global Star fuel dispenser. Designed to help
maximize fuel sales while minimizing ownership costs, its sleek ergonomic
shape is both attractive and practical. Thanks to its compact size and wide
range of configurations, the Global Star is ideally suited to become the
centerpiece of any forecourt.

Tailored to your forecourt needs
The Global Star product is Dresser Wayne’s most configurable fuel dispenser ever, offering
over 400 configurations designed to fit your specific retail fuelling needs. This unprecedented
flexibility allows you to choose not only from 3 hose arrangements (H, HH or LHR), but also
from varying hose reach (up to 4.5 meters). Even select the flow rate best suited for your site
(40-130 litres per minute).
Offer your customers up to 5 separate fuel grades per dispenser.
Help satisfy the rising demand for environmentally friendly alternative
fuels by dispensing E85, LPG, AdBlue® — even CNG. No other dispenser
provides the same kind of forecourt freedom in a single model range.

• Over 400 configurations offer
unmatched flexibility.
• Stylish H, HH and LHR models
provide maximum flexibility of
choice.
• Promote premium or alternative
fuels with up to 5 fuel grades
per dispenser.
• Variable flow rates (40-130 lpm)
for all vehicle types.
• Provide clean-burning
alternative fuels like E85, LPG,
AdBlue and CNG in a single
model range.

Engineered for years of reliable service
If your dispenser isn’t operational, revenue suffers. If it’s inaccurate or inefficient, revenue
suffers. Ultimately, your revenue is only as reliable as your dispenser.
It’s for that reason that the Global Star dispenser features only time-tested, field-proven
components. The rugged, compact pumping unit contains no pipe connections to minimize the risk of leaks. Designed for easy access, it also helps reduce the time needed for
inspections and maintenance. The high performance meter - iMeter™ also utilizes patented
”plug-in” connections and a seamless, integrated pulser to minimize leakage and increase
accuracy. The modular pump electronics - iGEM™ efficiently manage pump operation and
securely transmit data to any in-store payment system. Listening to
its customers’ business needs, Dresser Wayne Pignone is using global
• Modular pump electronics –
components in all Global Star dispensers to minimize ongoing service
iGEM helps maximize uptime.
costs by limiting the number of spare parts.
And don’t wait any longer to act on any country specific
stage II new regulatory. The Global Star dispenser’s compact
Stage II Vapour Recovery System (VRS) can bring you instantly
into compliance. The easily accessed VRS unit is also virtually
maintenance-free thanks to its unique piston-driven design.

• Reliable, accurate iMeter
features one-step electronic
calibration.

• “plug-in” (Double-bump)
connections minimize risk of
leaks.
• Easily accessible components
help lower maintenance costs.
• Compact Stage II VRS System
meets new regulatory standards.
• Global components to minimize
ongoing service costs.

Built to last
Built to withstand even the harshest forecourt environment, the Global Star
dispenser is designed to retain its clean, bright look for years. The attractive highfinish anodized aluminium exterior is not only easy to clean — it actually resists
corrosion, while the patented, durable polyamide – glass fiber nozzle boot helps
protect the nozzle spout from unnecessary wear and tear stains while resting.
The dispenser’s hydraulics, electronics and meter also utilize Dresser Wayne
Genuine Parts to help ensure years of efficient, hassle-free operation. That
translates into more dispenser uptime and
fewer service calls — as well as exemplary
• Corrosion-resistant, high-finish
exterior looks good for years.
long-term support and pain-free upgrades.
• Patended, durable polyamidefiber glass nozzle boot protects
nozzle spout from wear and tear
stains while resting.
• Modular components make
maintenance and upgrades easy.
• Dresser Wayne Genuine Parts
mean maximum performance
and lower service costs.

Save fuel, save time, save money
Without accurately-calibrated dispensers, you could be unintentionally
giving away fuel every time customers fill their tanks. The new Dresser
Wayne Xflo™ Meter can make this a thing of the past. With fewer
moving parts and additional calibration points, the Xflo Meter sets
the standard in metering accuracy. It’s not only accurate, it’s also 2030% faster than traditional piston meters. And faster, more accurate
transactions mean more profit to your bottom line.

*

45.000 litres

75.000 litres

With the Xflo Meter, expect more accurate metering and less frequent
calibration. In both lab and field tests, the Xflo Meter demonstrated no
discernible drift after metering millions of litres of fuel — all were still
perfectly calibrated. That means potential fuel savings of thousands of
litres per year.

15.000 litres

So accurate, you may never have to
calibrate it again

1 yr.

3 yrs.

5 yrs.

5 dispensers per site and a 0.1% increase in accuracy.

iX™ Technology Platform
Dresser Wayne’s award-winning iX Technology Platform can help fuel retailers dramatically
lower ownership costs, reduce unexpected downtime, and increase sales and productivity.
The scalable, open-architecture platform currently supports three product extensions
designed to benefit fuel consumers and fuel retailers:

iSense™ self-diagnostics software automatically diagnoses and troubleshoots
potential site equipment problems even before they occur. It also allows real
time monitoring of tank levels and flow rates from anywhere in the world.
iDPOS™ in-dispenser point-of-sale feature guarantees uninterrupted fuel
and merchandise sales by independently managing transactions and credit
card sales at the dispenser, even if the in-store POS is off-line.
iX Media™ helps retailers increase revenue and build brand loyalty with fullmotion video promotions shown on a dispenser-integrated colour display.
Customize the promotions for specific times, days, products or events. Even
create and print custom coupons right at the dispenser! Easily managed with
virtually any POS system, iX Media helps build customer loyalty, maximize
branding campaigns and boost sales of higher-margin in-store products and
premium fuels.

• Xflo Meter - more accurate metering and fewer
calibration service calls.
• Award-winning iX Technology Platform helps increase
sales and maximize uptime.
• iSense self-diagnostics software troubleshoots
equipment problems before they strike.
• iDPOS in-dispenser point-of-sale feature keeps dispenser
on-line and selling fuel 24/7.
• iX Media’s customizable video promotions and coupon
capability helps drive high-margin sales.

For more information on the Global Star dispenser, the Xflo Meter or the iX Technology Platform,
please visit www.wayne.com or contact your Dresser Wayne Pignone sales representative.

About Dresser Wayne/Dresser Wayne Pignone
With offices on five continents, manufacturing facilities on four and thousands
of employees worldwide, Dresser Wayne has unquestionably helped shape
the evolution of retail fuelling since its modest origin in 1890. Known for
its cutting-edge technologies, exceptional customer focus and its win-win
industry partnerships, it has become a leading supplier of integrated solutions
to the global retail petroleum industry. Wayne® fuel dispensers, point-of-sale
systems and after-sale support services set the standard in this dynamic, highly
competitive market.
To better serve the needs of the EMEA market, Dresser Wayne acquired
certain business assets of Nuovo Pignone in 2004. The resulting Europefocused brand, Dresser Wayne Pignone, is based in Malmö, Sweden. Thanks
in part to that focus, Dresser Wayne is the only supplier able to provide a truly
integrated product line to EMEA fuel retailers that encompasses all fuel types:
petrol, LPG, CNG and a variety of eco-fuels.
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